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1. Conditions of optimization 

A generally acceptcd principle of the synthesis of linear control systems 
is the following. The given data are: (1) The correlation functions pss (r), 
q:;sn (r) and pnn (r) of the input r s n of the system, which is regarded as 
being stationary and ergodic, or the Laplace transforms of these, the power 
spectra <Pss (s), <Psn (s), and <Pnn (s), respectively, (2) the ideal weighting func
tion y(t), which orders the ideal output signal i(t) to the input signal s(t). This 
physically realizable and stable system is regarded as the optimum which en
sures a minimum of the mean square error. The problem is the determination 

of the weighting function w(t) of this system. 
As was shown in a paper published earlier [22], in the case of a linear 

sampled-data system two sorts of mean square errors may be defined: the dis
crete mean square error ~2 and the continuous mean square error ~2: 
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where e(t) = c(t) - i(t) is the error signal, c(t) the actual output signal, and 
T the sampling period. The ideal output signal can be ordered in three different 
ways to the input signal: (Problem I:) to the sampled control input s* (t) 
by a continuously operating ideal system, (Problem ll:) to the continuous input 
signal set) by a continuously operating ideal system, (Problem Ill:) to the 
continuous input signal s(t) by a discretely operating ideal system. The ex
pressions of ;2 and ~2 are given for each of the three problems. 

It is obvious that the system ensuring the minimum of the discrete 
mean square error can be more simply calculated, and in general it results in 
compensators which are more simple to realize. The system ensuring the 
minimum of the continuous mean square error, in turn, is regarded as having 
a better operation. 
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Instead of demanding the physical realizability, in practice it is generally 
sufficient to demand the causality of the system, the condition of which is 
known to be 

wet) = 0, t < O. (3) 

Both the causality and the stability of the sampled-data system are en
sured, if all the poles of the discrete transfer function of W(Z) are 0 ut s i d e 

the unit circle IZI = le- ST ! = 1, (i. e. inside the unit circle Izl = 
= lesTI = 1). If W(Z) is rational this condition can be written in the form 

(4) 

since the poles of W(Z, m) and W(Z) are identical. 

2. Minimization of the discrete mean square error 

The expression for the discrete mean square error, according to [22 (64), 
(66)] is 

1 ~. . ~=-.- Z-l~e(Z)dZ, 
2;r j • 

r: Z =1, 

~e (Z) = ~i (Z) - W(Z) ~r (Z) - W(Z-l) ~i (Z) 

W(Z-l) W(Z) ~r (Z), 

(5) 

(6) 

where P(Z)represents the discrete transform of the simple correlation sequences. 
Let us determine the discrete transfer function Jfiopt(Z) which satisfies (4) and 
ensures the minimum of ;2 in the structure shown in Fig. 1, where G(Z) and 
G(Z, m) are the given transfer functions of the controlled plant, while D(Z) 
and B(Z) are the transfer functions of the impulse compensators ·which may 

be chosen. 
It is known [1, 10] that the stability of the system can be ensured in a 

practically satisfactory manner only if W(Z) contains all the zeros of G(Z) 
which are inside the unit circle. Let 

G(Z) = P(Z) Go(Z), (7) 

·where the polynomial P(Z) contains all the zeros of G(Z) which are inside thl' 
unit circle, thus all the zeros of Go (Z) are already outside the unit circle. 
A typical case of this kind is when G(s) = e-sllT Go(s), thus P(Z) = Z" (delayed 

controlled plant). 
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Accordingly the transfer function of the closed system should havc the 

form 
W(Z) = P(Z) V(Z), (8) 

where V(Z) is the auxiliary function which is to be determined. This may have, 
by force of (4), only poles outside the unit circle. 

Let us employ on determining V(Z) the simplified method of CS • .\.KI [14, 
20]. Let us introduce the auxiliary functions 

Pir (Z) = P(Z) ~r (Z) , P;i (Z) = P(Z-l) ~i (Z) , 

P;r (Z) = P(Z) P(Z-l) ~r (Z) ; 

A(Z) = P~dZ) , A(Z-l) = P;dZ-
1

) = Pir(Z) 
~r(Z) P;r(Z-l) P;r(Z) 

(9) 

(10) 

determined by the data. By eliminating the functions P ri (Z) and Pir (Z), 
relationship (6) can be written in the following form: 

~e (Z) = ~tCZ) - A(Z) A(Z-l) P;r (Z) + 
+ [A(Z) - V(Z)] [A(Z-l) - V(Z-l)] P;r (Z). 

(11) 

The first two terms cannot be influenced by the choice of V(Z). The last 
term is not negative on the unit circle (Z = ej

",), thus ".-e obtain the minimum 
value of (2 if the last term is zero, i. e. if 

(12) 

This Vo (Z), however, also contains poles which are inside the unit circle. Write 
(12) in the form 

(13) 

If we write in place of Va (Z) the function VoPt ~Z) which has no poles inside 
the unit circle, then zero cannot figure at the right side. CS.(KI implicitly 
assumes that by substituting Vopt (Z) we should write at the right side a func
tion F _(Z) having poles only inside the unit circle. 

(14) 

Let us factorize the function et>(Z) to the product of two functions 

et> (Z) = rp- (Z) . et>- (7) (15) 
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where all the poles and zeros of<P+ (Z) are outside the unit circle, consequently 
all the poles and zeros of <P- (Z) are inside the unit circle. Thus (14) may be 
written in the form 

rp' (Z)]+ V (Z) = P;i (Z) ...LI 

rr opt [P;r (Z)]-
F_(Z) 

[lfJ;r (Z)]-
(16) 

The left side has poles only outside the unit circle, while the second term of the 
right side only inside it. Decompose an arbitrary function <P(Z) to a sum: 

(17) 

where all the poles of part [ ] + are outside the unit circle, and those of 
part [ ]_ inside the unit circle (there is no restriction for the zeros). Ac
cordingly the left side of (16) is equal to part [ ] -'- of the first term at thc 

right side. 

rp' (Z)]+ V (Z)= [ P;i (Z) ] 
rr opt [P;r(Z)]- -'-

(18) 

Let p designate the degree of the polynomial P(Z) haying poles only inside thc 
unit circle, then evidently 

P(Z-l) = Z-P Po (Z); Po (Z) = zP P (Z-l), (19) 

'where all the zeros of the poly-nomial Po (Z) are outside the unit circle. Accord-

ingly 
[P;r (Z)] + = [P(Z) Z-P Po (Z) ~r (Z)]+ = Po (Z) P:~ (Z), 

[P;r (Z)]- = Z-P P(Z) P-;:, (Z). (20) 

As a final result, the expression for the physically realizable, stable and 
optimum transfer function is found to be 

W (Z) - P(Z) V (Z) - P(Z) [ Po (Z) P,i (Z) J () 
opt - opt - Po (Z) P;:;. (Z) P(Z) P-;:, (Z) +' 21 

The correlation sequences can be expressed by the correlation functions 
and the ideal transfer function [22]. 

~r(Z) <Prr(Z); 

~i (Z) = Y(Z) <Prs (Z), (Problem I, and Ill); 

~i (Z) = <PrdZ) = 3' [Y(s) <Prs (s)] , (Problem II). 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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We wish to remark the following on these results. If the occurring func
tions are rational, as it is in most cases, then the operation [ ] -:- simply de
notes the formation of the sum of partial fractions pertaining to the poles 
outside the unit circle. This is the consequence of the application of the variable 
Z, since the situation is more complicated in the case when using an expression 
in terms of the variable z = Z-1 [21]. It can further be shown, e. g. by the 
variation method as employed by Tou [6], that the assumption of CS_.\.KI is 
not restricting the function class, thus the solution (21) is really optimum. 
This verification is also necessary because without the introduction of the 
notations (9) we obtain such an expression in place of (21) which differs from 
relationships (21) only in the fact that 1 is to be written in place of both Po (Z) 
values. This W(Z) is physically realizable but the system is not optimized 
thereby. If P(Z) = 1, then Po (Z) = 1, thus there is no difference between 
the two results. 

3. Minimization of the continuous meau square error 

The expression for the continuous mean square error, III View of 

[22(70), (72)] is found to be 

l' -~ = -. rh Z-1 Pee (Z) dZ , (25) 
2n J ";Y 

1 1 

P ee (Z) = J lJ{e (Z; m)dm = J [Y';i (Z; m) - Z-l W(Z, m) Y';, (Z; m, 0) -
o 0 

- ZW(Z-r, m) P,i (Z; 0, m) + W(Z-r, m) W(Z, m) p" (Z)] dZ. (26) 

Since the closed system (Fig. 1.) contains only impulse compensators, thus 
as is known, 

W(Z,m) G(Z, m) W(Z). 
G(Z) 

(27) 

Fig. 1 

By substituting this into (26), the expression can be written as follows 

P ec (Z) = Pu (Z) - W(Z) P ir (Z) - W(Z-1) P,i (Z) 

+ W(Z-l) W(Z) P rr (Z) , 
(28) 
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where the functions with a dash above, depend only on the given quantities: 

! 

Pii (Z) = J ~i (Z; m) dm, (29) 
o 

1 

Pir(Z) =-- G(Z,m)~r(Z:m,O)dm, - Z-l J' 
. G(Z) . 

(30) 

o 

1 

P-i (Z) = Z J' G(Z-l, m)~i (Z; 0, m) dm, 
, G(Z-l) ~ 

(31) 

o 

----'-'--'--'--- ,\ G(Z,m)G(Z-l,m) dm. 
G(Z) G(Z-l) ~ 

(32) 

o 

We note that ijJ ir (Z) = P ri (Z-l). 
By comparing the relations (25) and (5), and (28) and (6), respectively, 

it is evident that the expressions for ;2 and ~2 are completely identical, only in 
place of the functions P(Z) we should write P(Z) with identical indices. Thus "we 
may take over also the final result (21). 

_--=~_ [ Po (Z) 'Pri (Z) J . 
(Z) P(Z) P-;:;. (Z) + 

(33) 

Of this W·opt (Z, m) may be expressed, on the basis of (27). 
For purposes of practical calculations the correlation sequences may be 

expressed by the correlation functions [22]: 

----'-'--'-.:..- S G(Z, m) G(Z-1, m) dm , 
G(Z) G(Z-l) 

1 

P ri (Z) = ~(~~;) J G(Z-r, m) Y(Z, m) dm, 

o 
(Problem I) 

I 

P ri (Z) = 1 J' G(Z-l, m) g:n [Yes) q)rs (s)] dm, 
G(Z-l) 

(Problem Il) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 
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1 

- _ Y(Z) , -1 
P ri (Z) - j G(Z . m) rprs (Z. m) dm , 

G(Z-l) , ' , 
(37) 

o 
(Problem Ill). 

In this way the optimum transfer function for all the six problems is 
expressed ·with the aid of the correlation functions, of the transfer function of 
the controlled plant, and of the ideal transfer function, i.e. of the given 
quantities. 

4. Calculation of the optimum compensators 

With the knowledge of the optimum transfer function we can determine 
the transfer function of the impulse compensator(s) of the given structure. 

Examine the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 1, the transfer function 
of which is known to he 

W(Z) 
D(Z) G(Z) 

(38) 
1 + B(Z) D(Z) G(Z). 

If we choose one of the transfer functions B(Z) or D(Z) then the other is 
uncquivocally determined. 

D(Z) = W(Z) 1 
G(Z) 1 - B(Z) W(Z) 

(39) 

B(Z) __ 1_ _ 1 
W(Z) D(Z) G(Z) 

(40) 

If here W(Z) = Wopt (Z), then D(Z) and B(Z), respectively, are the transfer 
fmictions ensuring the optimum transfer function of the closed system. 

The condition of the physical realizability of impulse compensators is 
that they should realize only delays. To this end D(Z) and B(Z) should he 
rational and bounded at the place Z = o. 

D(O) < =, B(O) < =. (41) 

Consider relation (7) and (8), where the conditions Go (0) r' 0 and V(O) :r5- 0 
are fulfilled: 

D(Z) _ V(ZL __ ~1 __ ~ 
Go (Z) 1 - B(Z) P(Z) V(Z) 

( 42) 
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Take a physically realizable transfer function B(Z) into consideration, 
then B(O) is bounded and thus 

D(O) _ V(O) 1 
Go (0) 1 - B(O) P(O) V(O) 

is in any case bounded, if 

1 
B(O)-!---

P(O) V(O) 

1 

W(O) 

(43 ) 

(44) 

Theoretically the stability of D(Z) can easily be ensured, under the con
dition that it should have no poles inside the unit circle. Since V(Z) has no such 
pole and Go (Z) has no such zero, the condition of this is found to be, in vie"w 
of (42), that 

(45) 

Frequently a rigid feedback, i. e. the application of B(Z) = 1, is sufficient. 
This may be allowed in case of 

W(O) 7'=' 1; W(Zi) = 1, IZ;f > 1. 

Then 

D(Z) = W(Z) _1 __ 
G(Z) 1 - W(Z) 

T/(Z) 1 
-----, B(Z) = l. 

Go (Z) 1 - P(Z) V(Z) 
(47) 

If (46) is not satisfied the choice of B(Z) = Bo may still be suitable. 
The reversed way, i. e. the choice of D(Z) and the calculation of B(Z) 

on the basis of (40) is less advisable since both the realization and the ensuring 
of stability are difficult. 

5. Some critical remarks 

In the course of the examination of the analysis problem [22] the con
cepts of results published in the literature ,vere discussed. We have seen that 
different authors give the same result for the calculation of ~ (at least for 
Problem I), while the expression for ~2 is only given correctly by KUZIN [8J. 
The result of ZYPIUN [15] is correct formally, though the theoretical foun
dations are controversial. 

As regards the problem of synthesis, Tou [6, 9] determined for Problem I 
the transfer function ensuring the optimum of '2. His starting point is the re
lation W(Z) = K(Z) G(Z) in which he determines the optimum of K(Z). It can 
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be proved that this final result is actually identical with (21), though formally 
more complicated. It deserves attention that W·(Z) does not actually contain 
all the zeros of C(Z), only those inside the unit circle. Since the expression for 
~2 as given by Tou is incorrect, the result for the optimization is also incorrect. 
Nevertheless his method was used here in Section 3. 

ZYPKIN [15] and KUZIN [8] solved only the minimization of '2, but did 
not consider restriction (8), consequently the stability of systems designed 
with the aid of their method is practically insufficient. 

6. Illustrative example 

Let the problem be the designing of a follow-up system with minimum 
discrete mean square error, .if the data are 

1 - e-sT s - b 
G(s) = --- ------ ; T = 0.2; 

(s+l)(s 2) s 

By decomposing into partial fractions and employing the corresponding 
tables [19], 

C(Z) = KZ 1 - kZ ,p = e-o.~ = 0.81873, 
(1 - pZ) (1 - p2 Z) 

2 + b K = p(l - p) - 0.5(1- p2)b, k = P ----'---=--'---
2p - (1 - p) b 

The two cases should be examined separately. 

a) Ik,<l; b < 0, b > = 99.667 , 
(1 - pf 

b) ik >1; O<b< =99.667. 
(1- pf 

Accordingly 

a) P(Z) = z, Po(Z) = 1; 

b) P(Z) = Z(l - kZ), Po(Z) Z-k. 
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The discrete transforms of the correlation functions are found to be 

- , rpm1 (Z) A, rpTlS (Z) = ({>STl (Z) = ° , 
(1 - pZ) (Z - p) 

4p -: qZ)(Z - qL 
rpss (Z) + rpllTl (Z) = ---

q (I-pZ)(Z-p) 

Z-
({>;:; (Z) = , 

Z-p 

where q denotes the root, being inside the unit circle, of the following second 

degree equation 

o (1 + p2 q--
1 p2 ---=--) q 1 0,; q: < l. 

. P Ap 

The optimum transfer function, on the basis of (21), in the case of jkj < 1, 
bv substituting P(Z) = Z and Po (Z) = 1, is found to he 

_q_ Z _I----='-Z_ [ 1 -
Ap 1 - q Z (1 - pZ) (Z -

The operation [ ] c' denotes that we should take the partial fraction having 
the denumerator (Z q), thus 

Z 
W~Pt (Z) = (p - q)-

I-qZ 

;-:2 
'='rnin-

1-

P q 

If, in turn, lki > L then P(Z) = Z(I - k) and Po (Z) = Z - k, thus 

w (Z)=(p q)(I-kp) 
opt k(k _ p) 

Z(I - kZ) 

(1 - qZ) (1 - k- 1 Z) 

1 _ p2 [ 
1- pq 1 

2p2(p _ q) 

k-p 

The discrete mean square error ;-2 is a continuous function of the param-

eter b. It is interesting to note that C2min has a maximum if b 2p(I + p2) = 

= 0.97971 and then C2min = L 
If jk\ - 1 ~ 1, the transfer function Wapt (Z) cannot he accepted, since 

then jk- 1: ~ 1 and thus the stability margin is very small. 
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Summary 

Two kinds of the mean square error can be defined in the case of a stationary stochastic 
input signal in a sampled-data system, and the ideal output signal can be ordered in three 
ways to the input signal. For all the six problems a method is given for the calculation of such 
a system which is physically realizable, stable and ensures the minimum of the mean square 
error. For the calculation of the impulse compensators to be arranged in the forward and 
feedback path a method is given which ensures the possibility of their physical realization 
and stability, further the independence of the stability of the system of the accuracy of pa
rameters. 
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